V-1
Intertwining methods in the problem of inverse scattering. We shall see that these equations always have solutions which are invertible operators in some weighted L^-spaces. In the case of a small potential at least this gives us rather explicit expressions for the \^Ci\)(L Op^dtoU W^ = lim e^v e^^O t ^ j^ CD and also for the ^CO^teU.ng op^dto^i S = WF rom these expressions it will easily follow that (in contrast to the one-dimensional situation) the potential is always uniquely determined from the scattering operator.
We shall also discuss some equations of Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko type which give relations between A and S.
In the paper [ 4] the author studied the inverse scattering problem on the real line and also the characterization problem for scattering matrices. This was carried out by deriving some sharp estimates for the intertwining operators. That research, as well as its generalization to higher dimensions, was to a large extent inspired by Faddeev's papers about one-and multi-dimensional scattering [l], [2] , However, in contrast to Faddeev , we use explicit formulas for fundamental solutions
of A^-Ay with support conditions. Using this we may construct intertwining operators in a rather straightforward and elementary way, where the main problem consists of estimating some big integrals. For other methods in inverse scattering we refer to Saito [7] , [8] and Newton [5] , [6] . We also remark here that the method of using intertwining relations is fairly old (cf. Marchenko [3"J).
1. Fundamental solutions of the ultrahyperbolic operator.
We The Wj do not contribute to the right-hand side of (1.1) with u replaced by (AX'^^" an<^ t^e contribution from w equals
Now we note that there are constants c' and c" such that n n^
This together with (1.2) shows that
is a fundamental solution of A -A when 6 £ S
11
, and
(1-5) ^Hyl 9<V~^^> >0 in supp(E.) .
y
In addition to these conditions E satisfies a growth condition at infinity which makes E unique. \j /\ Remark. Let E be the Fourier transform of E. and Y denote the characteristic ----u y + function for ~R . Then "( (ii) T7icAc ^6 a con^.tan^ X = X , M;<<^I \ = 0 ^ v wcUUL^mch that
11 ^e"' x<y '' x)e> |R(x,y)|dy-^ 0 04 |x| ^oo , x/|x|-^e .
There are several consequences of this result. If v is small, then A is an isomorphism on any L* and H is conjugated to H under A and we have no bound states then. When v is big A will still be an isomorphism if we replace L 13 by
From this fact one may obtain information about the eigenfunctions and eigenvalueŝ of H . In particuler, -X gives a lower bound for the spectrum. 
Remark. Using (2.3) and the fact that I + R(I-)((cD)) is invertible one can find an operator B which is bounded and invertible in any L such that (2.4) H^B = BH^ + v(x)x(cD)
with )( as above. Thus when v is sufficiently small at infinity the operator H is then conjugated to -A + K , where K is of trace class for example.
Formulas for the wave operators and the scattering matrix.
We set
These functions always exist for small v and are then bounded functions in both variables. The same is true for v large too as soon as we require n to be far away from These are defined for all r when v is small and for large r in the general case.
The scattering operator S commutes with H,. . In order to describe it w.r.t. polar coordinates on the Fourier transform side we define the unitary map y: I^QR 11 ) -^ I^OR.^L^S 11 '' 1 )) by the formula
For any operator Q on L (IR ) we set Q = yQY Remark. S(r) is the <6 catt^iing matrix, and T(r) the ^cattQA>ing amplitude,.
Proof. We assume v is small for simplicity and then we use the fact that Since v(x)R (x,y) € L QR x 1R ) it follows from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma that c V-7 This is a consequence of the uniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.1 since both sides of In principle this gives a method to compute v from the scattering matrix.
When doing so Q^ is first computed from (4.7) and the fundamental identity.
After that (4.4) is converted into a linear equation for A . as in the one-dimen-"© sional case by using the support condition on A . Finally v is computed from A__
